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Boccia design data

Court dimensions
12.5m x 6m
Safety Margins: No safety margins are required although
consideration should be given to wheelchair friendly access
space around the playing surface.

Source documents
CPISRA International Boccia Rules 10th Edition

Endorsed by
Scottish Disability Sport

Line markings
Width of lines: 20mm & 50mm
40mm to 50mm tape should be used for external boundary
lines, throwing line, the V line.
20mm tape for internal lines, such as the line dividing playing
boxes and the cross.
External dimensions exclude width of lines. Lines inside the
court are measured to the centre of each line.
Lines may be marked in Adhesive tape for competitions.
Permanent installations within a games hall should be painted /
taped underneath the top coat ensuring a flush playing surface
for other sports using the hall.
Defined cross size: 25 cm, using 2 cm tape.
The throwing area is equally divided into six throwing
boxes.
The V line will be placed between 3000mm at the edges &
1500mm in the centre of the court from the throwing boxes.
All measurements of the outside lines are measured to the
inside of the relevant line. Front throwing line will be placed on
the outside of the 2.50 m.

Colours
The lines shall be easily distinguishable, preferably a strong
colour to contract with the white jack ball, depending on the
floor surface black, red, blue or green is best.

Playing surface
The surface should be flat and smooth such as a tiled or wood
gymnasium floor.

Scoreboard

Scoreboard should be placed in a position where it can be seen
by all players.

Sport hall environment
The hall environment should be fully wheelchair accessible.
Many players are power chair users. Consideration should be
given to access to the games hall and close proximity of toilets
and changing.
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